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Twist-and-Turn Bargello Quilts - Eileen Wright
2009-12-08
Here are bargello quilts like you've never seen
them before! Instead of streaking up and down,
these 11 designs wave, twist, and curve to
create beautiful shapes with incredible
movement. Eileen's techniques use the efficiency
of strip piecing to make truly mesmerizing
modern designs. You'll create strip sets, slice
and dice them, and arrange the values using a
number chart for flawless results. A gorgeous
gallery is included.
Lynette's Best-Loved Stitcheries - Lynette
Anderson 2019-07-01
Join renowned Australian designer Lynette
Anderson in a magical place where the flowers
are always blooming, the bees are always
buzzing, and the charms of a country cottage are
just a few stitches away! Playful patchwork,
applique, and embroidery transform simple
projects into fanciful pieces to use, display, and
cherish. Zoom in for Lynette's enchanting
details: tiny prairie points, mini appliqued
hearts, and petite embroidered flowers delight
at every turn. Create small quilts, pillows, and
pouches, plus a journal cover, pencil case,
sewing caddy, and framed delights. Lynette's
hand-drawn watercolors round out this dreamy
book, chock-full of ways to enjoy every stitch.
Sisterhood of Scraps - Lissa Alexander
2020-01-02
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What happens when famed quilt designer Lissa
Alexander invites her quilting friends to create
scrap quilts alongside her? Scrapalicious magic!
Lissa reached out to six quilters whose quilt
designs she's long admired--Susan Ache, Kim
Brackett, Barbara Brackman, Sheryl Johnson,
Laurie Simpson, and Sandy Klop. The result?
Spectacular scrap quilts from true masters of
the craft, and an invitation for YOU to join the
Sisterhood of Scraps! Choose from 12 quilts
inspired by everything from simple Four Patches
to Trip Around the World designs to Log Cabins
and more. Start a quilting bee, build a
community, and bring new sisters into the fold
as you make these stunning projects. Inside
you'll find your Sisterhood of Scraps certificate-hang it in your sewing space to show that you're
a proud member of the Sisterhood of Scraps.
Tile Quilt Revival - Carol Gilham Jones
2010-11-05
Versatile Appliqué Quilts Inspired by 19th
Century Tile Quilts. A contemporary take on a
charming quilting tradition. Use your favorite
appliqué technique-needle turn, machine
appliqué, or fused. 6 projects teach you about
designing and constructing various styles of tile
quilts, from traditional to contemporary.
Includes a fascinating history of tile quilts, plus
photo galleries of both historic and
contemporary quilts. Big blocks of 10" x 10" or
even 15" x 15" are great for bold contemporary
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fabrics. Easy "grouted" designs let you show off
curves and irregular shapes. Great way to use
many different fabrics, scraps too! Choose solid
or pieced backgrounds to enhance your "tiles".
Inspired by nineteenth-century tile quilts, these
projects work beautifully with today's colorful,
contemporary fabrics, but they retain that folkart style that makes them so much fun to sew
and show off.
Scrap Appliqué Playground - Kay Mackenzie
2012
Eight appliqué patterns for all skill levels Five
ways to make scrappy appliqué designs:
combine strips of varying lengths, strips of
similar lengths, scraps plus strips, bias-cut strip
sets, and pre-fused scraps Step-by-step
instructions for each one
Willing Hands - Betsy Morgan 2019-10
Red, White, and Sometimes Blue - Mary V.
Green 2011
From the pages of McCall's Quilting, these
beautiful projects bring a new freshness to
favorite color combinations. Enjoy 17 sparkling
designs that are sure to please anyone looking
for traditional, pretty projects at a great value.
Features classic red-and-white and blue-andwhite designs, plus scrappy red-white-and-blue
quilts Includes themes ranging from springtime
gardens to pinwheels to stars Features both
patchwork and applique designs in crisp, clean
colors
The Quilter's Applique Workshop - Kevin
Kosbab 2014-02-28
A fresh take on quilting and appliqueÌ ! Kevin
Kosbab shows quilters that not only is appliqueÌ
fun and easy to do, it can open up a world of
design possibilities. The Quilter's AppliqueÌ
Workshop teaches you everything you need to
know to create appliqueÌ â€"both as
embellishment and as the focus of projects. The
book is divided into three sections that each
explores a basic appliqueÌ approach: raw-edge,
prepared-edge, and needle-turn appliqueÌ . Each
section includes detailed instructions, tips, and
illustrations. Twelve home-decor projects,
including bed quilts, wall quilts, table
runners/toppers, and pillows, illustrate the
techniques and allow you to explore more
specialized methods such as broderie perse, felt
appliqueÌ , and bias-tape appliqueÌ . The
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Quilter's AppliqueÌ Workshop gives you the tools
to mix and match appliqueÌ techniques and
create any design you can imagine.
Stitches from the Garden - Kathy Schmitz
2016-06-07
Indulge in the sentimental pleasures of
stitcheries with wistful vintage artistry. Inspired
by nature and stitched with the gentle romance
of days gone by, noted artist Kathy Schmitz
creates designs that use simple embroidery to
create thoughtful keepsakes. Select from a
variety of elegant embroidery projects, including
a pillow, pincushion, wall decoration, tote bag,
and more Find success with each design--clear
illustrations demonstrate how to master every
featured embroidery stitch Revel in Kathy
Schmitz's original artwork, gracefully presented
throughout the book
Fresh Perspectives - Carol Gilham Jones
2012-08-01
“Carol and Bobbi have done a stunning job of
transforming the designs . . . a valuable source
of information and inspiration for all quilt
lovers.” —Machine Quilting Unlimited You’ll love
these contemporary interpretations of antique
quilts from the International Quilt Study Center.
Bobbi Finley and Carol Gillham Jones pored
through the museum’s collection to find
inspiration quilts for their latest project designs,
ranging from simply functional to delightfully
pictorial. These projects show off a remarkable
array of styles, settings, and colorways—each
adaptation uniquely mirrors the essential
qualities of each quilt. Celebrate our rich quilt
heritage by making these projects using various
techniques like appliqué or improvisational
piecing with traditional blocks. Plus you’ll learn
how to approach designing an artistic spin on
your own antique treasures. “As the saying goes,
what goes around comes around and we are still
drawing inspiration from quilters whether their
work is classed as antique or innovative.”
—Fabrications Quilting for You
Simple Seasons - Kim Diehl 2007-11-05
Bestselling author Kim Diehl is back with an allnew collection of quilts--plus her very own
homestyle recipes--inspired by the seasons.
Bring the special meaning of each season alive
in your home with Kim's signature traditionwith-a-twist style. Thirteen projects with a
seasonal flair include bed, lap, and wall quilts,
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plus a doll quilt and table runner Simple
patchwork and applique designs feature spring
tulips, summer gardens, autumn jack-o'-lanterns,
and winter mittens Over a dozen tried-and-true
recipes spotlight Kim's homestyle approach to
cooking--find hearty salads, soups, and breads,
plus luscious desserts
Oh, Scrap! - Lissa Alexander 2018-03-01
Want to be a scrap quilter? Great! Want to think
like a scrap quilter? Learn from a master! Lissa
Alexander has spent three decades honing her
scrap-quilting talents, and in her first solo book,
she offers page after page of tips for making
dazzling scrap quilts bursting with colors, prints,
and textures. Learn Lissa's secrets for deciding
which fabric combinations work (and
understanding why others don't). Best of all,
with a dozen patterns to choose from you'll
discover how to (finally!) use your unique stash
to make scrap quilts that sing. Includes a
preface by renowned quilt historian Barbara
Brackman.
A Year in the Life of Sunbonnet Sue - Darra
Williamson 2011-02-09
Using today's exciting fabrics, quilting experts
Christine Porter and Darra Williamson give
Sunbonnet Sue a wonderfully updated look. Find
12 small quilts featuring different themes, one
for each month of the year Enjoy full-sized
pattern pieces and fast-and-easy fusible applique
Discover fun embellishing tips with each project
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Quilting for Joy - Barbara Brandeburg 2008
Presents instructions for fourteen quilting
projects that use piecing and appliquâe.
A Fresh Look at Seasonal Quilts - Julie Popa
2006
Capture the spirit of the seasons with a dash of
traditional quilting and a splash of folk-art fun!
Adorn your living spaces with seasonal delights
year-round--simply switch out projects as each
new season arrives. Stitch 19 lap quilts, table
runners, penny rugs, and wall hangings--perfect
for confident beginners Combine traditional
cotton patchwork with brightly colored woolappliqué accents Find step-by-step techniques
for quick piecing and hand appliqué
Candy Store and More - Kay Connors
2014-01-14
Popular designers Kay Connors and Karen
Earlywine present 10 fresh quilts that take their
cues from 1930s classics. Inspired by antique
quilts and patterns discovered in old
newspapers, these projects are brimming with
old-fashioned charm. See the original 1930s
designs that sparked this collection of patterns
written for today's techniques Be inspired to try
everything from patchwork to appliqué,
embroidery, making yo-yos, using rickrack, and
quilting by hand Use full-sized appliqué
patterns--no enlargements needed--and find
projects for all skill levels
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